Exponential improvement for quantum cooling through finite-memory effects
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Practical implementations of quantum technologies require preparation of states with a high degree of
purity—or, in thermodynamic terms, very low temperatures. Given finite resources, the Third Law of thermodynamics prohibits perfect cooling; nonetheless, attainable upper bounds for the asymptotic ground state
population of a system repeatedly interacting with quantum thermal machines have been derived. These bounds
apply within a memoryless (Markovian) setting, in which each refrigeration step proceeds independently of
those previous. Here, we expand this framework to study the effects of memory on quantum cooling. By introducing a memory mechanism through a generalized collision model that permits a Markovian embedding, we
derive achievable bounds that provide an exponential advantage over the memoryless case. For qubits, our bound
coincides with that of heat-bath algorithmic cooling, which our framework generalizes to arbitrary dimensions.
We lastly describe the adaptive step-wise optimal protocol that outperforms all standard procedures.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cooling a physical system is a thermodynamic task of fundamental and practical importance [1–6]. On the foundational
side, the cooling potential is limited by the Third Law of thermodynamics, which posits the necessity of an infinite resource
to be able to cool perfectly [7]. This resource is subject to
trade-offs: absolute zero is attainable in finite time given an
infinitely-large environment; alternatively, given a finite energy source, one can only perfectly cool asymptotically. Practically, one cannot utilize an infinite resource, so the concern
turns to: how cold can a system be prepared given resource
constraints?
Formulating a theory with such constraints is typically
scenario-dependent; nonetheless, one aims to develop theories
that are widely applicable. For example, resource theories of
quantum thermodynamics permit energy-conserving unitaries
between the system and a thermal environment [8, 9]. Analyzing the transformations for various environments and dynamical structures illuminates thermodynamic limitations.
Recent work has examined the task of quantum cooling in
such a setting [10, 11]; the main result posits a universal bound
for the ground state population of the system in the infinitecycle limit. However, these results are derived in a memoryless (Markovian) setting, which is often not well-justified in
experimental platforms where memory effects can affect the
performance. For instance, Landauer’s principle [12] can be
violated in the non-Markovian regime [13, 14].
A natural follow-up is to examine the role of memory in
quantum cooling. Depending on the task and level of control,
memory effects can have a detrimental or advantageous impact [15–24]; nonetheless, applications highlight the potential
to be unlocked by controlling the memory via reservoir engineering [25–27]. Attempts to generalize thermodynamics to
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the non-Markovian setting include trajectory-based dynamical
unravelings [28, 29] and those based on the operational process tensor formalism [30–36], among others [37, 38]. However, such general approaches typically obscure insight regarding the crucial resources; it is often unclear whether reported “quantum advantages” are due to genuinely quantum
effects (e.g., coherence) or memory.
Here, we propose a mechanism for memory through a
generalized collision model [39–41], which—while not fully
general—permits fair comparison between various memory
structures. We show that in the asymptotic limit, the memory depth of the protocol plays a critical role and leads to
exponential improvement over the Markovian case. Our results coincide with the limits of heat-bath algorithmic cooling
protocols [42–50] for qubit targets and our framework both
unifies and generalizes this setting, applying to all system and
environment structures.

II.

TASK: COOLING A QUANTUM SYSTEM

A physical system is never isolated, which necessitates
working within the theory of open systems, where the joint
system -environment are closed, but environmental degrees
of freedom are disregarded. Arbitrary environments permit
perfect cooling with finite resources, as any physical transformation on a quantum system can be realized unitarily with
a sufficiently-large environment; thus, further restrictions are
necessary.
We consider a system, S, and environment, E, with Hamiltonians HS and HE , respectively. The system and environment begin uncorrelated and in equilibrium at inverse temperature β := kB1T . The joint system-environment evolves
unitarily, with the system dynamics between the initial time
(t)
and a later one t described by the dynamical map, %S (β) :=
(0)
Λ(t) [τS (β)], defined such that:
h
i
(t)
(0)
(0)
%S (β) = trE U (t) (τS (β) ⊗ τE (β))U (t)† ,
(1)
where τX (β) denotes the thermal state of system X at inverse

2
−1
temperature β, i.e., τX (β) := ZX
(β) exp(−βHX ) with partition function ZX (β) := tr [exp(−βHX )].
(t)
The aim is to prepare %S (β) as cold as possible. Cooling a
system, however, can have several meanings: for one remaining in equilibrium, it could mean driving it to a thermal state
of lower temperature; otherwise, one could consider increasing its ground state population or purity, or decreasing its entropy or energy. As such notions are generally nonequivalent,
any study of cooling depends on the objective function [10].
We focus on achieving states that majorize all other potential
states in the joint unitary orbit; this ensures optimization of all
Schur-convex/concave functions of the vector of populations
ordered with respect to non-decreasing energy eigenstates, in
particular all above notions of temperature.

III.

FRAMEWORK: COLLISION MODELS WITH
MEMORY

Above we have described one step of a cooling protocol. In
thermodynamic tasks, however, one is oftentimes interested
in the multiple-cycle behavior. Here, one faces a choice in
how to proceed: one could implement each operation independently of those previous, i.e., completely refresh the environment between steps, leading to Markovian dynamics; or,
one could temporally correlate the cycles, leading to nonMarkovian dynamics. The main difficulty in treating the latter
is that memory effects can arise in various ways: they can
be the manifestation of initial correlations, recurring systemenvironment or intra-environment interactions; or any combination thereof. In any case, for multiple cycles, the dynamical
map in Eq. (1) fails to completely describe the system dynamics, since system-environment correlations can influence later
evolution, in contradistinction to the Markovian setting, where
the environment is entirely forgotten between steps. In general, one must track all system-environment degrees of freedom to describe the system evolution, which becomes unfeasible. Thus, we seek a framework that permits tractable memory
and fair comparison between different memory structures.
We propose a microscopic model for the environment
and its interactions with the system. We consider a dS PdS −1
dimensional system with HS =
i=0 Ei |iihi|S and
assume the environment comprises a number of identical units—which we call machines—each being a dM dimensional quantum system with associated Hamiltonian
PdM −1
HM =
Ei |iihi|M . We order Hamiltonians with rei=0
spect to non-decreasing energies, and set E0 = E0 = 0 and
Emax = EdM −1 . Assuming that the dynamics proceeds via
successive unitary “collisions” between the system and subsets of machines yields a collision model with memory.
The memory effects that arise from endowing such models with various dynamical structures have been examined:
considerations include initially correlated machines [51, 52],
inter-machine [39, 53–56] or repeated system-machine collisions [57, 58], or hybrid variations [40, 41, 59, 60]. In certain
cases, the model exhibits finite-length memory [61–64]. In
the limit of many machines, the system is expected to interact with only mutually-exclusive subsets of machines; since
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FIG. 1. Collision model with memory. At each step, the system S
interacts unitarily with k machines, of which ` carry forward memory
(red lines). Here we illustrate k = 2, ` = 1, with m the total number
of machines used by timestep n.

any used machines never play a subsequent role, one yields a
microscopic picture of Markovian evolution that gives a Lindbladian master equation in the continuous-time limit [65–68].
Although not fully general, this setting captures tractable
non-Markovian dynamics. In this Letter, we will analyze the
memory effects that arise from repeated system-machine interactions (see Fig. 1). More precisely, we consider k machines to interact with the system between timesteps, with
some ` ≤ k of these carrying memory forward; this reduces
to a Markovian protocol involving k machines for ` = 0.
The assumptions are that the system and all machines begin
uncorrelated, and there are no interactions between memorycarrying machines and fresh ones other than those involving
the system. These are valid whenever the memory-carrying
machines relax much slower than those that rethermalize between steps. We can vary the number of machines in each
interaction, k [69], the number of memory carriers, `, the initial temperature, β, and the Hamiltonians.
This generic framework applies to a wide range of protocols. For instance, one can compare adaptive strategies, where
different unitaries are performed between steps, versus nonadaptive ones, where a fixed dynamics is repeated. Additionally, one can restrict the allowed unitaries, such as limiting
the set from general “coherent” ones (that require an external energy source) to “incoherent” energy-conserving transformations (where the cooling resource is an additional hot
bath) [11, 70]. Lastly, one could allow the memory structure
itself to be adaptive, where k and ` vary between times; we do
not consider this and instead focus on cooling limits for fixed
structures. A choice of k and `, along with the system and machine dimensions, determines the control complexity afforded
to the experimenter: intuitively, k is related to spatial complexity and ` to temporal. We now compare the achievable
cooling of a system for different memory structures.

IV.

MEMORY-ENHANCED COOLING

The fundamental Markovian cooling bounds have been derived in Refs. [10, 11]. The optimally-cool system state at any
finite time depends upon the energy-level structure between
the system and machines and the level of control. However,
in the asymptotic limit of Markovian operation, the vector of
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eigenvalues of the asymptotic state (in any aforementioned
control paradigm) is majorized by that of
%∗S (Emax , β, k) =

dX
S −1
n=0

e

−βnkEmax

ZS (β, kEmax )

|nihn|S ,

(2)

(0)

whenever the initial state τS (β) is majorized by
PdX −1 −βnE
%∗S (Emax , β, k); here ZX (β, E) :=
is a
n=0 e
quasi-partition function (depending only on the maximum
energy gap of each machine). The state in Eq. (2) is attainable
with coherent control, positing the ultimate Markovian
cooling limit.
The intuition is that the optimal protocol reorders the eigenvalues of the system and relevant machines at each step such
that the maximum population is placed into the ground state
subspace of the system, the second largest into the first excited
state subspace, and so on. When this cycle is repeated with
fresh machines at each timestep, the asymptotic state looks
as if it had interacted with only the qubit subspace of each
machine with maximum energy difference. However, the result cannot immediately be extended to the non-Markovian
regime, as its derivation relies on an inductive argument on
the system state at each step; for non-Markovian dynamics,
this cannot be expressed in terms of the previous state, posing
a logical roadblock.
Whenever ` > 0 the generalized collision model is nonMarkovian. Nonetheless, a relevant result states that such
non-Markovian collision models can be lifted to a Markovian
dynamics on a larger state space [56]. For a system interacting with k machines at each step, of which ` feed forward, the
dynamics can be embedded into a Markovian one by considering the system and ` memory carriers as a unified system,
which interacts at each step with k − ` fresh machines; such
a process is said to have memory depth `. In Appendix A, we
detail the Markovian embedding, which leads to the following
results.
A.

Asymptotic cooling advantage

whenever the initial state τS (β) ⊗ τM (β)⊗` is majorized by
dSL
−1
X

%∗SL (Emax , β, k, `) =

e−βn(k−`)Emax
|nihn|SL . (5)
Z (β, (k − `)Emax )
n=0 SL

Sketch of Proof. We use the Markovian embedding to lift the
non-Markovian dynamics of the target S to a Markovian process for the target-plus-memory carriers SL system, which interacts with k − ` fresh machines (which we label R) at each
step. This implies that optimally cooling SL is necessary to
optimally cool S. From Ref. [10], the asymptotically-optimal
state of SL has the same eigenvalue distribution as Eq. (5),
whenever the initial SL state is majorized by %∗SL , and is thus
unitarily equivalent to it. As majorization concerns all partial sums, given that initial condition, whatever protocol one
chooses to cool S, the asymptotic state cannot be colder than
%∗S (which is the coldest S state in the unitary orbit of %∗SL ).
This implies that the asymptotic ground state population is
upper bounded by p∗ . See Appendix B.
There are many noteworthy points: firstly, the optimal
ground state population is enhanced by d`M compared to the
Markovian case, highlighting the drastic role of memory; in
particular, one achieves an exponential improvement in `.
Secondly, as the factors in Eq. (4) arise independently from
various sources (i.e., S, L and R), the bound extends to the
case where L is an arbitrary dL -dimensional system and R an
arbitrary dM -dimensional system (with maximum energy gap
0
0
. This clarifies
), with d`M → dL and (k − `)Emax → Emax
Emax
that the asymptotic bound only depends on the dimension of
L, not on its energy structure. Lastly, the asymptotic SL state
of Eq. (5) is unitarily equivalent to a tensor product state that
has Eq. (4) as its reduced state on S. Nonetheless, throughout
the cooling protocol correlations build up, due to the finitetime dependence on the energy structures of the systems involved, before dying out asymptotically; in Appendix C, we
explore the role of correlations in more detail.
Returning to Theorem 1, Eq. (4) allows us to compare limits
for various k, `, β and Emax (see Fig. 2):
Corollary 1. The asymptotic hierarchy is determined via:

We now present the universal cooling bound for the nonMarkovian collision model in the infinite-cycle limit:
Theorem 1. For any dS -dimensional system interacting at
each step with k identical dM −dimensional machines, with
` of the machines (labeled L) used at each step carrying the
memory forward, in the limit of infinitely many cycles:
i) The ground state population of S is upper bounded by
p∗ (Emax , β, k, `) =

dX
S −1

`

e−βndM

n=0


(k−`)Emax −1

.

(3)

ii) The vector of eigenvalues of the output system state is majorized by that of the following attainable state
dX
S −1
%∗S (Emax , β, k, `) =
n=0

`

e−βndM (k−`)Emax
|nihn|S , (4)
ZS (β, d`M (k − `)Emax )

0
%∗S (Emax , β, k, `)≺()%∗S (Emax
, β 0 , k 0 , `0 )
0

0
if β(k − `)d`M Emax ≤ (>) β 0 (k 0 − `0 )d`M Emax
.

B.

(6)

Step-wise optimal protocol

The bound is achievable and one protocol to do so reorders
the global eigenspectrum at each step such that they are nonincreasing with respect to non-decreasing energy eigenstates
of SL. In the last step, the protocol additionally reorders the
eigenvalues of the obtained SL state largest-to-smallest with
respect to non-decreasing energy eigenstates of S. Precisely,
at each step j the system and memory carriers are optimally
(j)
(j)
(j) (j−1) (j)†
cooled via a unitary VSLR : %SLR = VSLR %SLR VSLR that
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Theorem 2 (Step-wise optimal cooling protocol). By apply(j)
ing USLR described above at each step, the cooling protocol
is step-wise optimal regarding the temperature of the system.

V.

FIG. 2. Cooling behavior. We simulate the ground state population
after m machines have been used in the step-wise optimal cooling
protocol (see Theorem 2) for a qubit system and machines with fixed
β = 0.2, Emax = 1 and Emax = 2. The asymptotic hierarchy agrees
with Corollary 1, whereas the complex short-term behavior can exhibit crossovers.

acts as [71]
(j)
%SLR

=

k−`
dS d`M −1 dM −1

X
ξ=0

X

ω=0

λ↓ξ·dk−` +ω |ξωihξω|,

(7)

M

where |ξωi = |ξiSL ⊗ |ωiR and λ↓ denotes the eigenval(j−1)
ues of %SLR in non-increasing order. This unitary dissipates maximal heat into the machines that play no subsequent role, and thus at any finite timestep j, the protocol has
achieved the coldest SL state possible given its history, which
is crucial for finite-time optimality. By implementing the se(j)
quence {VSLR }j=1,...,n , although the final (timestep n) SL
(n)
state %SL generically exhibits correlations, there always ex(n)
ists a unitary WSL that ensures S is optimally cool by further reordering the eigenvalues under the previous constraint;
in the asymptotic limit, i.e., when n → ∞, said unitary completely decorrolates SL (whereas at finite times, some correlation generically remains). However, while this strategy attains
the optimally-cool S for any final timestep n, this protocol is
not necessarily step-wise optimal.
To derive the step-wise optimal protocol, consider the uni(j)
(j)
(j) (j)
(j)†
tary WSL : σSL = WSL %SL WSL that acts as
(j)
σSL

=

`
dX
S −1 dX
M −1

µ=0

ν=0

λ↓µ·d`

M +ν

|µνihµν|,

(8)

where |µνi = |µiS ⊗ |νiL and λ↓ here denotes the eigenval(j)
(j)
ues of %SL in non-increasing order. WSL optimally cools S
given any SL state by unitarily transferring maximal entropy
(j)
towards L; thus, if we apply WSL at each step j after hav(j)
ing optimally cooled SL via VSLR until then, i.e., implement
(j)
(j) (j)
USLR = WSL VSLR , S is guaranteed to be optimally cool.
This leads to the following, proven in the Appendix D, where
we examine finite-time behavior.

RELATION TO HEAT-BATH ALGORITHMIC
COOLING

Above we have derived the cooling limit in a controlled
non-Markovian setting; through the Markovian embedding,
we can further make direct connection with heat-bath algorithmic cooling (HBAC) [42–50], the limitations of which align
with our results for qubit targets. Here, one cools a “target”
system by cooling a larger ensemble of “compression” systems [72] via interactions with “reset” systems that rethermalize between steps. This permits better cooling than cooling
the target alone with only reset systems as a resource; indeed,
HBAC protocols are non-Markovian and a special case of our
framework, which treats the compression/refrigerant systems
as memory-carrying machines and the reset systems as fresh
machines, as detailed below and in Appendix E.
i) Each of the target, memory carrier (compression/refrigerant), and reset systems can comprise multiple
subsystems of arbitrary dimension, with arbitrary energy
spectra and initial temperatures, which determines the asymptotic hierarchy for different strategies. In contrast, many
HBAC studies focus only on target and reset qubits [42, 43,
48]; although some consider qudit compression [46] and reset
systems [45], no HBAC study has shown results pertaining to
the general qudit-qudit-qudit case. ii) Our results are based
on majorization (as are those in Refs. [43, 45]), and therefore applicable to more general notions of cooling than the
often-considered ground state population (e.g., in Refs. [42,
44, 46]), which crucially differ for high-dimensional systems [10]. This is important for quantum computing—
for which cooling is a critical requirement—where highdimensionality can simplify logical structures [73–75]. iii)
Finally, our results extend the partner-pairing algorithm—
introduced to maximize the ground state population of a qubit
in Ref. [43]—to the most general setting (described above).
The partner-pairing algorithm is step-wise optimal with a
complexity that scales polynomially; our protocol achieves
the same scaling, as the sorting required at each step can be
achieved with a single operation. Although these operations
depend on the global state at each step, in Appendix E we
present a simple robust algorithm (based on one presented in
Ref. [48]) that uses only a fixed state-independent two-body
interaction to reach the asymptotically-optimal state.
By contextualizing HBAC within the framework of collision models with memory, our work provides both a unification and generalization of HBAC. Moreover, our approach lends itself to modeling realistic HBAC experiments,
where reset systems only partially thermalize, as considered
in Ref. [47].
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this Letter, we have put forward a framework for consistently dealing with memory when cooling quantum systems;
indeed, the generalized collision model proposed is versatile
enough to analyze the role of memory in various thermodynamic tasks. In doing so, we have revealed the potential for
exponential improvement in the reachable ground state population (and more general notions of cooling), yielding drastic
enhancement already for modest memory depths. Through
a Markovian embedding of our framework, we could connect our framework with HBAC, demonstrating the latter to
be a particular class of non-Markovian dynamics. Our results can be read as a generalization of HBAC applicable to
arbitrary target and compression systems and bath spectra;
by putting all HBAC protocols on an equal footing, our work
opens the door to comparative studies that can now be made
fairly. Moreover, we clarify the origin of the advantages that
make HBAC so effective. Together with that of Refs. [10, 11],
our work unifies HBAC with the resource theory of thermodynamics, as all results can be achieved either via coherent
control or energy-conserving unitaries on enlarged systems.
The exponential improvement with respect to the memory
carriers stands in contrast to the only linear enhancement in
the number of rethermalizing systems, highlighting the importance of controllable memory. Thus, given the ability to
perform (k + 1)-partite interactions, having ` = k − 1 of these
systems as memory carriers is both the minimum requirement (as the system-and-memory must be open, otherwise any
cooling ability rapidly diminishes) and, moreover, the optimal
configuration. In particular, this implies that one can achieve
the exponential advantage via interactions involving the system and memory carriers and only one additional reset system. Of course, if ` is large, the ability to implement complex many-body interactions presents a difficult challenge. To
this end, we have developed an explicit protocol (see Appendix E) which necessitates only a fixed, two-body interaction to achieve the fundamental bound. In particular, this
implies that the attainability of the optimal asymptotic ground
state population does not require implementing highly nonlocal unitaries. In fact, this robust protocol applies to arbi-

trary dimensional systems for the target, memory and reset
parts, which is significant because high-dimensional systems
are becoming increasingly relevant for fault-tolerant quantum
computing [73–75]—a major motivation for cooling quantum
systems in the first place.
Our results consolidate the limits for quantum refrigeration
in a setting with perfect control and high-quality isolation of
the target and memory carriers. However, in most experimental scenarios, further challenges arise. We have assumed that
the uncontrolled system-environment interactions are negligible compared to the controlled ones. For finite times, our results are reliable due to the exponential scaling, which makes
it sufficient to run the protocol for a short time to approximate the asymptotics. An immediate concern is the impact
of uncontrolled interactions: either to model imperfect target
isolation or to better understand the realistic asymptotics, as
for infinite steps, rethermalization of the target cannot always
safely be neglected. Another assumption worth analyzing is
that of perfect control: to implement a unitary perfectly, one
requires both precise clocks [76], which have their own thermodynamic costs [77, 78], and high control over the interaction terms. While this is plausible for quantum computing devices, other systems are more challenging to control, particularly those with multi-partite interactions that are only perturbatively accessible [79]. Lastly, a resource-theoretic approach
has derived the minimum amount of energy required to implement transformations such as those considered here, which
should also be accounted for [80]. Our framework lends itself to such pragmatic analyses of cooling; deriving similar
bounds in realistic settings highlights the potential to elevate
our results beyond fundamental limits and towards practical
guidelines for quantum experiments.
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Appendix A: Markovian embedding of collision models with memory

We are interested in exploring analytically the effects of memory regarding the task of cooling a quantum system. We do not
wish to allow for arbitrary non-Markovianity, as this would lead to an infinite resource in a sense that it allows us to cool the
system to the ground state perfectly. Rather aim to obtain a cooling bound in the limit of infinite cycles for a particular class of
non-Markovian dynamics, namely a generalized collision model endowed with memory. Such collision models with memory
are quite general, simply assuming that between each step of the dynamics, the system interacts with k constituent sub-machines
(which altogether make up the full set of machines), of which some ` < k of these carry the memory forward. The Markovian
setting is recovered for ` = 0. A schematic is provided in Fig. 3.
PdS −1
We consider a target system of dimension dS and local Hamiltonian HS = i=0
Ei |iihi|S , where {Ei } are sorted in nondecreasing order and an environment comprising of a number of constituent identical machines of finite size dM , each of which
PdM −1
has the local Hamiltonian HMj = i=0j Ei |iihi|Mj , where {Ei } are also sorted in non-decreasing order. The system and all
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machines (i.e., the entire environment) begin uncorrelated in a thermal state with the same inverse temperature β:
O
(0)
(0)
%S (β) = τS (β)
and
%M (β) =
τMj (β)

(A1)

j

−1
where τX (β) := ZX
exp (−βHX ) with the partition function ZX := tr[exp (−βHX )].
Fixing k and ` provides a particular dynamical structure of the non-Markovian process: it stipulates that at each timestep there
are k machines interacting with the system, of which ` are kept to perpetuate the memory. For example, after n steps, the system
state is
(n)

(n)

(1)

%S (β, k, `) = trM [Uk,` . . . Uk,` (τS (β)

m
O

(1)†

(n)†

τMj (β)) Uk,` . . . Uk,` ],

(A2)

j=1

(n)

where Uk,` is an arbitrary unitary transformation between the target system and the k machines labeled by {(n − 1)(k − `) +
1, . . . , n(k − `) + `} (an identity map is implied on the other machines) and m := k + (n − 1)(k − `) is the total number
of machines used by the protocol up until timestep n, which will be important in making finite time comparisons, as we do in
Appendix D (see Fig. 1 for a graphical depiction in terms of a circuit diagram).
Importantly, the state of the system at any time is a function of the full microscopic energy structure {Ei } and {Ei } (which we
do not explicitly label for ease of notation), β, k and `; the latter two numbers specify a particular dynamical structure in terms
of which systems the unitaries act upon between timesteps. If ` = 0, the dynamics of the system is Markovian, since at each
step, the system interacts with fresh machines that contain no memory of the past dynamics of the system. Otherwise, each of
the machines interacts more than once with the target and only k − ` fresh machines are added into the interaction at each step.
Eq. (A2) highlights the restriction imposed by the assumption of generalized collision model dynamics from the fully general
case of non-Markovian dynamics where the full system-environment must be tracked; in particular, a subset of the environment
(the k − ` rethermalizing systems) is traced out between steps, rendering the dynamics tractable for small k, `. However, it is
important to note that on the level of the system, memory effects still play a role. We first show that for ` > 0 the dynamics
considered is indeed non-Markovian in general.
To analyze the proposed setting, we need to look at the evolution of the entire joint system and machines to consider the effect
of the memory in the protocol. For instance, consider rewriting Eq. (A2) as a dynamical map taking the initial system state
(0)
%S (β) = τS (β) to the later one under a generic dynamical structure determined by the choice of k and `, i.e., define
(n:0)

(n)

(1)

Λk,` (β)[XS ] := trM [Uk,` . . . Uk,` (XS

O

(1)†

(n)†

τMj (β)) Uk,` . . . Uk,` ],

(A3)

j

where we have now included all of the machines in the environment and an identity map on those not taking part in the interactions until timestep n is implied, such that
(n)

(n:0)

(0)

%S (β, k, `) = Λk,` (β)[%S (β)].

(A4)

(n:0)

Linearity, complete positivity and trace-preservation of the map Λk,` (β) is guaranteed for any β, k, ` and n by the fact that S
and E begin initially uncorrelated and the dynamics evolves unitarily on the global level, before a final partial trace is taken over
the environment degrees of freedom. Complete positivity is particularly important to ensure that the map takes valid quantum
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FIG. 3. Generalized collision model with memory. In the collision model picture, the environment that the system (green) interacts with is
assumed to be comprised of individual sub-units, which we call machines. Between each step of dynamics, the system interacts unitarily (blue
outline) with a subset of these; the cardinality of this set is labeled by k throughout this work. A further subset of these previously-interactedwith machines of cardinality ` < k take part in the following interaction, becoming memory carriers (red). At each timestep, k − ` fresh
machines are incorporated into the dynamics (yellow). Here we have shown k = 2, ` = 1.
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FIG. 4. Operational CP-divisibility. A breakdown of operational CP-divisibility is a witness for non-Markovianity. The test consists of
tomographically constructing a set of maps describing the dynamics and checking the validity of Eq. (A5). We illustrate the scenario for a
(4:0)
subset of times t = 2, n = 4, with k = 2, ` = 1: the left panel depicts the map Λ2,1 , which comprises everything within the purple border,
i.e., the initial states of all machines, all joint unitary interactions, and the final partial trace. Note that the final memory carrier M5 should
(4:0)
(2:0)
continue forward, but the map Λ2,1 does not capture this and traces out that subsystem. The middle panel depicts the map Λ2,1 . Both
maps can be tomographically reconstructed by preparing a basis of input states at the initial time and measuring the outputs at time t = 4 and
t = 2, respectively. As the system begins initially uncorrelated with the machines, the unitary dilation guarantees that the maps constructed
(4:2)
are CPTP. The final map needed, Λ2,1 , is shown in the right panel. In general, at time t = 2, the system is correlated to the machines, thus
breaking the assumption of no initial correlations. An operational circumvention is to discard the system state at t = 2 and reprepare a fresh
one, thereby erasing all system-machine correlations. This has the effect of rendering the memory carriers into a fixed quantum state, which
(4:2)
can be included in the description of Λ2,1 to ensure that it is CP. When memory is present, tracing out the system at the intermediary timestep
generally conditions the state of the memory carriers into a state that generally differs from the initial thermal τ (β), labeled here σ(β), with
the altered part of the evolution depicted in green; thus, the full dynamics generically differs from the concatenation.
(n)

states to valid quantum states. In general, the global state %SM (β, k, `), where M labels the subset of the environment that has
taken part non-trivially in the dynamics up until timestep n, involves correlations between S and M ; taking the partial trace over
M destroys all such correlations. Thus, one cannot, in general, describe the evolution of the system between multiple times as a
divisible concatenation of completely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) maps, i.e.,
(n)

(n:0)

(0)

(n:t)

(t:0)

(0)

%S (β, k, `) = Λk,` (β)[%S (β)] 6= Λk,` (β) ◦ Λk,` (β)[%S (β)].

(A5)

(n:t)

Here, we have defined Λk,` (β) as the map that would be tomographically constructed if one were to discard the system at
time t (which is generally correlated to M ) and perform a quantum channel tomography by preparing a fresh basis of input states
(n:t)
(see Fig. 4); since the reprepared state is uncorrelated to M by construction, the map Λk,` (β) is guaranteed to be CPTP for any
choice of parameters [81]. Testing for equality in Eq. (A5) then corresponds to the operational notion of CP-divisibility proposed
in Ref. [82]; importantly, its breakdown acts as a valid witness for non-Markovianity that is stricter than other notions of CPdivisibility proposed throughout the literature (in particular, it is stronger than that based on invertible CP-divisibility in any case
where the dynamical maps are invertible). Of course, the fact that Eq. (A5) is generally an inequality for generic dynamics does
not imply that it is so for the particular optimal cooling dynamics described throughout this article; however, it is simple to show
that the optimal cooling protocol indeed generates correlations between the system and machines that lead to a breakdown of
(operational) CP-divisibility, and hence the particular dynamics considered throughout is inherently non-Markovian.
Nonetheless, the collision model memory structure that we have introduced crucially allows for a Markovian embedding that
permits a significant simplification in the analysis [56]. As mentioned previously, in general, one would need to track the total
joint evolution throughout the entire protocol, which quickly becomes computationally exhaustive as k grows. However, for
a choice of k and `, we can group the system S and ` of the machines into a larger joint system, which we label SL, which
interacts with k − ` fresh machines at each timestep; we label these fresh machines with R as they model rethermalization of
some of the machines with the environment. On the level of SL, the dynamics is Markovian, as the degrees of freedom carrying
the memory have been included in the description of the target system. One can obtain the state of the overall SL target by
tracing out the R machines at each step. We therefore have
(n)
e (n) . . . U
e (1) (%(0) (β, `) ⊗ %(0) (β, k, `)) U
e (1)† . . . U
e (n)† ],
%SL (β, k, `) = trR [U
SL
R
k,`
k,`
k,`
k,`

(A6)

N`
Nm
(0)
(0)
e (n) is an arbitrary unitary interaction between SL
where %SL (β, `) := τS (β) j=1 τMj (β), %R (β, k, `) := j=`+1 τMj and U
k,`
and k − ` fresh machines occurring immediately prior to timestep n (see Fig. 5). Due to the fact that no memory transportation
occurs on the SL level throughout the protocol, the full dynamics of the system and memory carriers is captured by the following
concatenation of dynamical maps (c.f. Eq. (A5) in contrast):
(n:0)
e (n:t) ◦ Λ
e (t:0) [%(0) (β, `)],
%SL (β, k, `) = Λ
SL
k,`
k,`

(A7)
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FIG. 5. Markovian embedding of generalized collision model. The generalized collision models considered in this work can be embedded as a
Markovian process by grouping together the system and memory carriers into a larger target system. On the left, we show that by considering
the original circuit shown in Fig. 1, plus allowing for a swap interaction between relevant machines, the dynamics can be transformed into the
circuit in the right panel. Here, we identify the memory carrier systems as L; the entire SL system now interacts with fresh machines between
each timestep, which we label R. The full dynamics of SL can be described by a Markovian sequence of CPTP maps: here we show only the
e (1:0) , Λ
e (2:1) within the purple borders, although the dynamics between any steps can be described similarly. Note that, in contrast to
first two, Λ
2,1
2,1
the dynamics of the system itself, the dynamical maps on the level of SL contain the complete description of the process and Eq. (A7) always
holds; intuitively, this is because none of the systems carrying memory are artificially “cut” by the description of the dynamical map (see the
partial traces on the red lines in Fig. 4 for comparison).

e (n:t) is a CPTP map that acts only upon SL and depends on the unitary operators U
e (n) , . . . , U
e (t) and the initial state of
where Λ
k,l
k,l
k,l
the k − ` fresh machines taking part in each interaction. Thus the dynamics is (operationally) CP-divisible on the level of SL,
and it is easy to see that it is even Markovian in the stronger sense provided in Refs. [83, 84].
This “Markovian embedding” of the non-Markovian dynamics provides an opportunity to investigate the problem at hand
with a simplified Markovian dynamics on the larger SL system instead of complicated non-Markovian dynamics that occurs on
the level of S. In the sense of Ref. [56], the number of memory carriers ` corresponds to the memory depth of the dynamics;
intuitively, this is the number of additional subsystems that need to be included in the description of the system so that the
dynamics is rendered Markovian.

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 1

Here we prove Theorem 1. The proof makes use of the main result of Refs. [10, 11], which derive the ultimate cooling bounds
for a Markovian protocol. We first embed the non-Markovian dynamics of S as a Markovian one by considering the target
system SL, before finding the optimally cool SL state in the asymptotic limit, which we denote %∗SL . We then combine this
result with the fact that there always exists a unitary that can finally be implemented on just SL such that the reduced state of S
majorizes all of the possible reduced states of the system SL, as long as %SL is majorized by %∗SL . This implies that the optimal
asymptotic system state %∗S can be calculated from the reduced state of any %SL which has the same eigenvalue spectrum of the
asymptotically optimal SL state.
Before we begin with the proof, we provide a definition of majorization for completeness:
Definition 1. Given a vector of real numbers a ∈ Rd , we denote by a↓ the vector with the same components but sorted in
non-increasing order. Given a, b ∈ Rd , we say that a  b (a majorizes b) iff
k
X
i

a↓i ≥

k
X
i

b↓i

∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , d}.

(B1)

Proof of Theorem 1. We first perform a Markovian embedding of the non-Markovian collision model dynamics by considering
the evolution of the larger target system SL (with dimension dS d`M ); for a given number ` of memory carriers, the Markovian
embedding corresponds to a memory depth of ` in the sense of Ref. [56], which is to say that by including the description of the
` memory carrying systems with that of the original target system S, the dynamics is rendered Markovian. This is because, at
each step of the protocol, SL interacts with k − ` fresh machine systems (with total dimension dk−`
M ), which are subsequently
discarded and play no further role in the dynamics.
In the Markovian regime, we can use the theorem of universal cooling bound presented in Ref. [10], which holds for an
arbitrary target system interacting with an arbitrary machine, which are initially in a thermal state with inverse temperature β, in
the limit of infinite cycles.
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Lemma 1 (Markovian asymptotic cooling limit [Theorem 1 in Ref. [10]]). For any dSe-dimensional system with HamiltoPdSe −1
PdM
f −1
Ei |iihi|Se interacting with a dM
Ei |iihi|M
nian HSe = i=0
f dimensional machine with Hamiltonian HM
f =
f with
i
{Ei }, {Ei } sorted in non-decreasing order, in the limit of infinite cycles,
• The ground state population of the target system Se is upper bounded by
∗

pe (β) = (

dSe −1

X

e−βnEmax )−1
e

(B2)

n=0

where Eemax is the largest energy gap of the machine.

• In both coherent and incoherent control scenarios, the vectorized form of eigenvalues of the final state is majorized by that
of the following state,
%∗Se(β)

dSe −1

X

=

n=0

(0)

if the initial state %Se (β) is majorized by %∗Se(β).

e−βnEmax
|nihn|Se,
Z e(β, Eemax )
e

(B3)

S

• In the coherent control paradigm, the asymptotically optimal state, which is also achievable, is given by %∗Se(β).
In view of the fact that the final state %∗Se(β) has a unique eigenvalue distribution and is achievable in the infinite-cycle limit, it
is possible to investigate this bound on the population of a particular subspace of dimension d, rather than just the ground state
population. It is straightforward to show that its population is upper bounded by the d largest eigenvalues
pe∗Hd (β) ≤

Pd−1

e−βnEmax
.
Z e(β, Eemax )
n=0

e

(B4)

S

With this knowledge, we are in a suitable position to study the optimal cooling of the non-Markovian collision model protocol
in the limit of infinite cycles by employing Lemma 1. In our case, an arbitrary target system S interacts with k machines at each
step and ` of these carries memory forward to be involved in the next interaction. Thus, the joint system SL corresponds to the
target system Se here, which undergoes Markovian dynamics with respect to the k − ` fresh machines added at each step, which
f; hence, Eemax is equal to (k − `)Emax . It turns out that the maximum energy gap of the fresh machines and the total
comprise M
dimension and number of the memory carriers play an important role in the ultimate cooling bound.
Using our Markovian embedding of the dynamics and Lemma 1, we see that in the limit of infinite cycles for any control
paradigm, the vector of the eigenvalues of the asymptotic state is majorized by
%∗SL (Emax , β, k, `)

=

dS d`M −1

X

n=0

e−βn(k−`)Emax
|nihn|SL
ZSL (β, (k − `)Emax )

(B5)

(0)

if %SL (Emax , β, k, `) ≺ %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `) and {|niSL } is the energy eigenbasis with respect to which the energy eigenvalues
are sorted in non-decreasing order. So far, we have found the achievable passive state that majorizes all other reachable states
of SL via unitary operations on SLR. However, this state is not unique as the characterization is based solely on its eigenstate
distribution: one can indeed find a whole set of equally cool reachable states, i.e., those for which ~λ[%∗SL (Emax , β, k, `)] =
~λ[USL %∗ (Emax , β, k, `)U † ] ∀ USL , where ~λ[%] indicates the vectorized form of the eigenvalues of %. We now present another
SL
SL
lemma which says that from any such state of SL, one can reach the optimally cool state of S, %∗S , helping us complete the proof.
opt
Lemma 2 (Reduced state majorization). For any pair states %AB and σAB , if σAB ≺ %AB , there exists a unitary UAB
on HAB
such that:
h
i
h
i
opt
opt †
†
trB UAB σAB UAB
≺ trB UAB
%AB UAB
∀ UAB .
(B6)

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the eigenvalues of both states %AB and σAB are sorted in non-increasing order
as follows
A dB −1
pAB = {p↓α }dα=0

and

A dB −1
qAB = {qα↓ }dα=0
.

(B7)
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Based on the sorted eigenvalues, σAB ≺ %AB if and only if
k
X

α=0

qα↓ ≤

k
X

p↓α

α=0

∀ k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dA dB − 1}.

(B8)

opt
Now we aim to find the reduced state σA
majorizing all of the achievable reduced states possible to generate by a unitary
transformation of σAB , which we assume to be diagonal in the orthonormal basis {|ijiAB } without loss of generality:

σAB =

dX
A −1 dX
B −1
i=0

j=0

qij |ijihij|AB

(B9)

opt
One can show that it is possible to obtain σA
from a bipartite state that is diagonal in the same basis. Then we have,
opt
opt †
σ
eAB = UAB
σAB UAB
=

dX
A −1 dX
B −1
i=0

j=0

qeij |ijihij|AB ,

(B10)

opt
where UAB
is simply a permutation matrix that reorders the eigenvalues appropriately. The final reduced state is then given by

σ
eA =

dX
A −1

dX
B −1

i=0

j=0


qeij |iihi|A .

(B11)

We now need to show that the appropriate unitary maximizes the eigenvalues of the reduced state with respect to eigenvalues
opt
of σAB . If we rearrange the eigenvalues in such a way that qeij = qα↓ where α is given by α := i dB + j, we obtain σA
as the
following
opt
σA
=

dX
A −1
i=0

dX
A −1

ηi↓ |iihi|A =

i=0

dX
B −1
j=0


↓
qα=id
|iihi|A ,
+j
B

(B12)

opt
where, due to the sorting of {qα↓ }, the eigenvalues of σA
are sorted in non-decreasing order. The final reduced state satisfies the
following condition
h
i
h
i
opt
opt †
opt
†
trB UAB σAB UAB
≺ trB UAB
σAB UAB
= σA
∀ UAB .
(B13)
opt
Similarly one can find %opt
A by applying a unitary VAB ,

%opt
A =

dX
A −1
i=0

ξi↓ |iihi|A =

dX
A −1
i=0

dX
B −1
j=0


p↓α=idB +j |iihi|A ,

(B14)

opt
whose eigenvalues are also in non-increasing order by construction. The final step of the proof is to show that σA
≺ %opt
A
whenever σAB ≺ %AB . This majorization condition can be recast in the form of
k
X
i=0

ηi↓ ≤

k
X
i=0

ξi↓ ⇒

(k+1)dB −1

X

α=0

qα↓ ≤

(k+1)dB −1

X

α=0

p↓α

∀ k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dA − 1}.

(B15)

opt
Using inequality (B8), one can easily show that inequality (B15) always holds, i.e., σA
≺ %opt
A , completing the proof.

In the next step, we aim to maximize the population of the system ground state, i.e., the maximum population of the specific
subspace of the SL target given in Eq. (B4). One must therefore find the target state %∗S (β, k, `) that can be achieved from the
states %SL with the same eigenvalues as %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `), since, from Lemma 2 we know that this state majorizes the largest
set of states in S. In order to do so, we maximize the eigenvalues of %∗S (Emax , β, k, `) with respect to those of %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `).
One can appropriately sort the eigenvalues of the system S and the memory carrier machines L with the following unitary:
`

opt ∗
opt †
USL
%SL (Emax , β, k, `)USL

=

dX
S −1 dX
M −1
n=0

j=0

`

e−β(ndM +j)(k−`)Emax
|njihnj|SL
ZSL (β, (k − `)Emax )
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=

`
dX
S −1 dX
M −1

n=0

=

dX
S −1
n=0

j=0

`

e−β(ndM +j)(k−`)Emax
PdS −1 Pd`M −1 −β(n0 d` +j 0 )(k−`)E |njihnj|SL
max
M
j 0 =0 e
n0 =0
`

e−βndM (k−`)Emax

PdS −1
n0 =0

e

−βn0 d`M (k−`)Emax

|nihn|S ⊗

d`M −1

X
j=0

P

e−βj(k−`)Emax

d`M −1
j 0 =0

e−βj 0 (k−`)Emax

|jihj|L ,

(B16)

opt
Thus, beginning with the optimally cool SL state in Eq. (B5), we can reorder the eigenvalues via USL
in Eq. (B16) such that
the subsystem S is optimally cool; finally applying Lemma 2 then implies that
†
trL [USL %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `) USL
] ≺ %∗S (Emax , β, k, `)

∀ USL ,

(B17)

where %∗S (Emax , β, k, `) is indeed given by taking the partial trace over L of %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `):
%∗S (Emax , β, k, `)

=

=

Pd`M −1

−β(nd`M +j)(k−`)Emax
j=0 e
PdS −1 Pd`M −1 −β(n0 d` +j 0 )(k−`)E
max
M
n=0
j 0 =0 e
n0 =0

dX
S −1

dX
S −1
n=0

|nihn|S

`

e−βndM (k−`)Emax
PdS −1 −βn0 d` (k−`)E |nihn|S ,
max
M
n0 =0 e

(B18)

thus establishing %∗S (Emax , β, k, `) as the optimal system state in the asymptotic limit.
In conclusion, from Lemma 1, we know that the final state of the system SL, for any control paradigm in the infinite-cycle
limit, is majorized by %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `). Consequently, via Lemma 2, the final state of S is also majorized by %∗S (Emax , β, k, `).
Then, the population of the ground state of the system is upper bounded by the sum of the d`M largest eigenvalues of
PdS −1 −βnd` (k−`)Emax −1
M
) .
%∗SL (Emax , β, k, `), i.e., p∗ (Emax , β, k, `) = ( n=0
e
We finally prove that in the coherent scenario, the state %∗S (Emax , β, k, `) is achievable in the limit of infinite cycles. Using
Lemma 1, one can easily show that the final state of SL under optimal coherent operations converges to %∗SL (Emax , β, k, `). To
do so, we use the fact that in the coherent scenario, one can apply any unitary operation on the system SL at the final step. We
opt
, completing the proof.
then achieve the desired target state %∗S (Emax , β, k, `) via employing the unitary USL
Appendix C: Role of system-memory carrier correlations

We here remark on the correlations that can develop between the target system S and memory carriers L throughout the
cooling protocols that have been discussed in the main text.
In particular, we have focused on two procedures. The first strategy optimally cools the joint SL system at each timestep,
which does not necessarily ensure that S is locally optimally cool; it is only at the final step that the target system is further
cooled by transferring entropy away from it and toward the memory carriers. More precisely, this protocol implements the
unitary whose action is defined in Eq. (7) at each step (which globally cools SL), and only finally implements the unitary that
ensures S to be locally cool, whose action is defined in Eq. (8). This protocol thus focuses in each step on cooling SL globally:
in effect, it cools SL with respect to its own (global) energy eigenbasis (|0iSL , |1iSL , . . . , |niSL ), with |iiSL denoting the ith
excited state of SL and n = dS dM − 1; as such, we refer to it here as the “global basis cooling protocol”.
While the above protocol eventually, i.e., at the last step, optimally cools S, it does not necessarily do so at each step. To this
end, in the main text we presented a second cooling protocol which is step-wise optimal. Intuitively, this protocol globally cools
SL optimally at each step (as does the strategy described above), and, given that optimally cool state, additionally performs a
unitary on SL to furthermore optimally cool S locally at each step; as such, we refer to this scheme as the “local basis cooling
protocol”. In practical terms, one can view this protocol as cooling SL optimally at each step in the locally-ordered energy
eigenbasis (|00iSL , |01iSL , . . . , |0, dL − 1iSL , |10iSL , . . . , |dS − 1, dL − 1iSL ), where |iiS is the ith energy excited state of S
and |jiL the j th energy excited state of L.
Note that, while related by a permutation of the basis elements, this local energy eigenbasis generally differs from the global
energy eigenbasis of SL, which does not take local information regarding the energy structure into account. For instance, if
the target and memory comprise a qubit each with (respectively) distinct energy gaps, {ES , EL } such that EL > ES without
loss of generality, then cooling with respect to the global basis would order the eigenvalues λ0 ≥ · · · ≥ λ3 into the respective
subspaces {|00i, |10i, |01i, |11i}. However, for S to be optimally cool, the eigenvalues need to be sorted in non-increasing
order with respect to {|00i, |01i, |10i, |11i}; this type of ordering is only achieved at the last timestep via the final unitary in
the global cooling protocol, but at every timestep in the local cooling protocol. Discrepancies between the locally-optimal and
globally-optimal basis ordering typically become more pronounced as systems become more complex, i.e., multi-partite and
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FIG. 6. Finite-time correlations for global and local cooling protocols. Here we compare the correlations generated in the global and
local cooling protocols, as described in the text. The orange line depicts the protocol that cools SL globally, disregarding the local energy
structure, whereas the blue line corresponds to the procedure that ensures S itself is locally optimally cool. Note that, strictly speaking, the
global basis cooling protocol includes a final unitary to be implemented at the last timestep, which yields the optimally cool S state; this
is not shown above (in order to highlight the distinction between the behavior of correlations for both protocols) but it implies that at any
finite time, the joint states achieved by either protocol are unitarily equivalent. In particular, for enough timesteps, the state achieved by
the global cooling protocol is arbitrarily close to being unitarily equivalent to a correlation-free product state, which has the coolest possible
state of S as its marginal (i.e., the asymptotic state achieved by the local basis cooling protocol). The values used for this simulation are:
dS = 2, dM = 3, k = 5, ` = 3, E1 = 1, E1 = 0.5, E2 = 1.2 and β = 0.2, in natural units where kB is set to 1.

high-dimensional, highlighting the necessity for careful accounting. In general, the logic above implies that the local cooling
protocol will not reach the coldest SL possible state in particular at each step, but nonetheless always reaches one that is unitarily
equivalent to it.
We now analyze the evolution of correlations in SL, as measured by the mutual information I(S : L) := H(%S ) + H(%L ) −
H(%SL ), where H(X) := −tr [X log (X)] is the von Neumann entropy. In both protocols, the joint state begins as a tensor
product and therefore has no correlations. Moreover, the asymptotic state of both protocols is also correlation-free, as was
shown in Appendix B. It is of particular interest to note that the asymptotic state of the global protocol always has a product state
in its unitary orbit that has the coldest possible state that S can be brought to as its marginal.
Nonetheless, although both protocols start and end with states that are completely decorrelated, correlations do build up for
both protocols at finite steps, before decreasing asymptotically as shown in Figure 6. The finite-time behavior of the correlations
generally depends on the full spectrum of SL and the number of steps performed (as does the cooling behavior). In particular—in
contrast to the coolness of S—the behavior of correlations is non-monotonic, and one cannot even establish a hierarchy between
the amount of correlations at any finite time of either protocol. Having presented these initial insights, we leave the full analysis
of the role of correlations in quantum cooling as an interesting open avenue for pursuit.

Appendix D: Step-wise optimal protocol and finite time comparisons

Here we provide some analysis on the finite time behavior for the cooling strategies discussed throughout the main text. It is
important to note that the finite time properties in general depend upon the details of the full complex energy spectrum of the
machines; nonetheless, we have the following observations.
We first detail the step-wise optimal protocol, briefly described in the main text and prove its optimality.
opt
Definition 2 (Step-wise optimal cooling unitary). Given a joint state %SLR , let VSLR
be the unitary that reorders the eigenvalues of %SLR within each block partitioned by R such that the largest is in the subspace |000ih000|SLR , second largest in
th
|001ih001|SLR , third largest in |002ih002|SLR , . . . , (dk−`
M ) largest in |010ih010|SLR , and so on until the smallest eigenvalue
k−`
k−`
`
`
is in |dS − 1, dM − 1, dM − 1i hdS − 1, dM − 1, dM − 1|SLR , i.e., perform
opt
opt †
USLR
%SLR USLR

=

k−`
`
dX
S −1 dX
M −1 dM
X−1

µ=0

ν=0

ω=0

λ↓µ·dk

k−`
M +ν·dM +ω

|µνωihµνω|SLR ,

where λ↓ denotes the vector of eigenvalues of %SLR labeled in non-increasing order.

(D1)
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Theorem 3 (Step-wise optimal cooling protocol). By applying the unitary defined in Eq. (D1) at each step, the cooling protocol
is step-wise optimal.
In the Markovian case, the step-wise optimal protocol simply considers all of the eigenvalues of the joint system-machine at
each timestep and optimally reorders them such that the system is as cool as possible. However, such a protocol does not ensure
step-wise optimality when memory is present: here, not only must we optimally cool the system by rearranging the eigenvalues
of the total accessible state at each step, but we must also ensure that this accessible state at each step is as cool as possible
given its history. As the only information pertaining to the history is transmitted by the system SL, this means that the optimal
protocol must at each step optimally cool S, and then subject to this constraint, optimally cool the memory carriers L which go
on to further cool the system at later times.
h
i
opt
opt †
Proof. We first need to show that %opt
S := trLR USLR %SLR USLR obtained from Eq. (D1) majorizes the all of the reachable
marginal states of S; this problem reduces to a constrained rearrangement of the eigenvalues of the entire system, i.e., the
eigenvalues are to be arranged optimally with respect to certain eigenspaces. Since majorization theory is independent of the
eigenbasis, we choose the energy eigenbasis for simplicity.
To obtain the eigenspectrum of the system S that majorizes all of the reachable states under unitary transformations on SLR,
note that the output state of the entire system can be written in the form of
k

e opt %SLR U
e opt † =
U
SLR
SLR

dSL
−1 dX
M −1
X
µ=0

λ↓µ·dk

η=0

M +η

|µηihµη|SLR ,

(D2)

where |µ ηiSLR = |µiS ⊗ |ηiLR and dSL = dS d`M . By the ordering of the eigenvalues that the unitary performs, it is
straightforward to see that the S marginal following the optimal transformation majorizes all others in the unitary
orbit.
h
i
opt
opt
opt †
Second, we show that the state of the memory carriers after applying the optimal unitary, i.e., %L := trSR USLR %SLR USLR
,
also majorizes all of the reachable states of L given the mentioned majorization condition. We must therefore rearrange the

dk
M −1
}η=0
in such a way that the ν th largest
+η
M
opt
th
dk−`
M eigenvalues are placed in the ν eigenspace of the system L, which gives the state %L that majorizes all of those reachable
via unitary transformations on SLR. To do so, we rearrange the eigenvalues of the joint SLR system as λ↓µ·dk +ν·dk−` +ω , via
M
M

eigenvalues of %SLR within each block corresponding to a fixed µ, i.e., sort {λ↓µ·dk

the unitary transformation defined in Eq. (D1), where |µνωiSLR = |µiS ⊗ |νiL ⊗ |ωiR . It is clear that the reduced state satisfies
the required majorization condition for %L , i.e., for all µ, we have
λ↓µ·dk

k−`
M +ν·dM +ω

≥ λ↓µ·dk

M +ν

0 ·dk−` +ω 0
M

if ν > ν 0

∀ ω, ω 0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dk−`
M − 1},

(D3)

where this inequality holds due to the eigenvalue ordering of joint state of SLR.
Finally, we show that the output state of the system SL from Eq. (D1) majorizes all of those reachable states of SL. To do so,
th
must show that ν th largest dk−`
M eigenvalues of SLR only contribute to the ν eigenvalue of SL. This statement follows from
λ↓µ·dk

k−`
M +ν·dM +ω

≥ λ↓µ0 ·dk

M +ν

0 ·dk−` +ω 0
M

k−`
0
k
0
if µ · dkM + ν · dk−`
M > µ · dM + ν · dM

∀ ω, ω 0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dk−`
M − 1}. (D4)

Eq. (D4) states that under the protocol considered, one achieves the SL state that majorizes all other reachable states via
unitaries on SLR. We now need to show that achieving this at every finite timestep j is necessary for subsequent optimal
cooling, i.e., that any other protocol
h is suboptimal. iBy the stability of majorization under tensor products [85], we know that
(j)opt
(j)opt
(j)
(j)
(j)
e opt σ (j) U
e opt †
%SL ⊗ τR , where %SL := trR U
SLR SLR SLR for any global state σSLR , majorizes all of the states %SL ⊗ τR , where %SL
is generated by any other protocol and τR are the thermal bath machines to be added at said timestep. This majorization relation
(j)opt
(j)
cannot be changed by performing the optimal SLR unitary on %SL ⊗ τR and any other unitary on %SL ⊗ τR as the next step
(j+1)opt
(j+1)
of the transformation, with the former therefore yielding %SLR
and the latter some suboptimal %SLR . Lastly, invoking the
(j+1)opt
(j+1)
subspace majorization result of Lemma 2, it follows that %SL
 %SL .
Thus, we have shown that at each step of the protocol, we have reached the optimal SL state possible given the history; it
is important to note that at this level, the process is Markovian, allowing for an inductive extension of the above argumentation
to hold. By further invoking Lemma 2 on the level of SL at each timestep, we yield the optimally cool state of the system S,
thereby completing the proof.
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FIG. 7. Equivalence between HBAC and generalized collision model. The circuit for a HBAC protocol applied to a quantum system S with
one compression system (labeled L to be consistent with our notation) and one reset system R. The compression systems store memory of
previous interactions (red), whereas the reset ones are assumed to rethermalize with a bath at inverse temperature β between each step of the
protocol (orange). Noting that the “reset” step has the effect of tracing out the system and preparing a fresh one in the thermal state with the
same temperature as the bath, it is clear that HBAC is equivalent to generalized collision model we consider (here, k = 2, ` = 1). Further
comparison with Fig. 5 highlights that HBAC need not require the agent to control the compression systems with high fidelity for the entire
duration of the protocol: by making appropriate swaps, one only needs to track the ` compression systems / memory carriers for ` timesteps.

Appendix E: Relation to heat-bath algorithmic cooling and state-independent asymptotically optimal protocol

Here, we propose a general and robust heat-bath algorithmic cooling (HBAC) technique, which we show to be a special case of
our generalized collision model, to optimally cool down a target system in the limit of infinite cycles. To obtain the cooling limit
most rapidly, in general one must adapt the operations based on the state of SL output by the dynamics at the most recent step.
However, via the correspondence between the generalized collision model and HBAC, we can show that not only it is possible to
cool down the system by a state-independent, fixed sequence of operations, but also that the protocol converges to the optimally
cool state in the asymptotic limit. The result hence draws attention to the fact that in the limit of infinitely many repeated cycles,
the dimension of the memory carriers of the protocol (not necessarily knowledge about the state at intermediate times) plays
an important role and can already lead to exponential improvement over the Markovian case; in fact, perhaps surprisingly, the
role of memory depth is more significant than that of the ability of the agent to implement multi-partite interactions between the
system and machines at each step (although, of course, the number of memory carriers is upper bound by how multi-partite the
interactions are allowed to be).
Here we will consider the effect of adding compression systems (in the terminology of the HBAC community) or a number of
machines that carry memory forward (in the language of our generalized collision model) for a non-adaptive cooling protocol in
which a fixed interaction between the target system and a subset of machines at each timestep is repeated infinitely many times.
As we have previously, we assume that k machines interact with the system at each step and ` of them carry memory forward to
the next step. This means that (k − `) fresh machines and ` memory carriers participate in the interaction at each timestep. We
fix at the outset, for any given choice of these parameters, the dimension of the machines dM , which (along with k and `) fixes
the control complexity in each of the many cases we will look at, and we also fix the temperature at which everything begins, β.
In Appendix A, we showed how the dynamics of the system S in the non-Markovian collision model can be described
by Markovian dynamics on the larger system SL (with total dimension dS d`M ); in HBAC community, the larger system of
such an embedding is known as the computation system, which comprises the original target and what are often referred to as
(k−`)
compression / refrigerant systems. In this case, the system SL interact with k − ` fresh machines (with total dimension dM )
with maximum energy gap (k − `)Emax ; this is known as the reset system, since these are the machines that are discarded after
each interaction step, modeling a rethermalization with the external environment. One can decompose the total Hilbert space into
the computation part and the reset part R, i.e., HSLR = HSL ⊗ HR , where here R refers to all of the reset machines comprising
the environment. At any timestep, the dynamics of the system SL, which arises from unitary evolution on the system SLR, is
given by (with identity maps implied on the parts of R that do not yet take part in the interaction)
h
i
(n)
(n)
(n−1)
(n) (n−1)
(0)
(n)†
%SL (β, k, `) = Λk,` (β)[%SL (β, k, `)] := trR Uk,` (%SL (β, k, `) ⊗ %R (β, k, `))Uk,` .
(E1)
Nk
(0)
Note that %R (β, k, `) = j=`+1 τMj is fixed and the same at each step of the protocol as it refers to the k − ` fresh machines
taken from a thermal bath. In Fig. 7, we depict the equivalence between the standard HBAC protocol and the generalized
collision model formalism.
We now wish to consider a non-adaptive protocol, in which the agent is only allowed to repeatedly apply a fixed unitary
(n)
operation, i.e., Uk,` = Uk,` ∀ n. The dynamics can then be simplified to
(n)

(0)

%SL (β, k, `) = ◦n Λk,` (β)[%SL (β, `)],

(E2)
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(0)

N`

and ◦n Λk,` (β) is an n-fold concatenation of the dynamical map induced between any
h
i
(0)
†
pair of timesteps, with Λk,` (β) defined such that Λk,` (β)[XSL ] := trR Uk,` (XSL ⊗ %R (β, k, `))Uk,`
. This dynamical map
is thus independent of the timestep and fully determined by the unitary Uk,` and the initial state of the fresh machines. In the
following, we will show that it is possible to asymptotically reach the ultimate cooling limit via such a non-adaptive protocol.
where %SL (β, `) = τS (β)

j=1 τMj (β)

Theorem 4. In the non-adaptive scenario, for a given dS -dimensional system interacting at each step with k dM −dimensional
identical machines, with ` of the machines used at each step carrying the memory forward, in the limit of infinite cycles, it
N`
(0)
is possible to reach the state %∗S (β, k, `) if the initial state %SL (β, `) = τS (β) j=1 τMj (β) is majorized by %∗SL (β, k, `).
Moreover, it is possible to reach the asymptotic state via a state-independent protocol in which the operation acts on only
neighbouring energy levels.
Proof. Due to our definition of cooling being based upon majorization, only the eigenvalues of the asymptotic state play a role
in determining the fundamental cooling limit. We can therefore restrict our analysis to a specific orthonormal basis, e.g., energy
eigenbasis (it is straightforward to generalize the obtained result to an arbitrary orthonormal basis). Here we focus on group of
unitary operations that map diagonal density operators of the system SL to diagonal ones. This restriction hence provides us an
opportunity to describe the dynamics via stochastic maps that act upon the vector constructed with the eigenvalues of the system
and memory carriers.
The proof takes inspiration from a similar state-independent asymptotically optimal protocol introduced in Ref. [48]. Here we
employ a specific unitary U on the entire SLR system, which can be decomposed as follows
U = V ⊕ 1̄1

(E3)

where V acts unitarily on the Hilbert space HSL ⊗ HG , in which HG ⊂ HR is a subspace spanned by the two eigenstates of the
(k−`)
reset systems (fresh machines) that have the maximum energy gap of (k − `)Emax , i.e., |0iR and |dM
− 1iR , and 1̄1 represents
the identity on the subspace HGe = HR \ HG . In the energy eigenbasis, V can also be written in the form of

1

 σx


..
V =
.


σx












1 2d

,

(E4)

`
`
S dM ×2dS dM

where σx is the Pauli X operator. The energy eigenvectors of the Hilbert space HSL ⊗ HG are sorted as
|2qiSLG = |2qiSLR = |qiSL ⊗ |0iR

(k−`)

|2q + 1iSLG = |2q + 1iSLR = |qiSL ⊗ |dM
(0)

− 1iR

(E5)

(0)

with corresponding eigenvalues of ξ2q = pq /ZR and ξ2q+1 = pq e−β(k−`)Emax /ZR for q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dS d`M }, respectively,
(0)
(k−`)
where ZR = ZM (β)
is the partition function of the reset system and {pq } are the eigenvalues of the initial state of SL.
The unitary U acts to swap every neighboring element on the diagonal part of the global density matrix in the subspace
HSL ⊗ HG and leave the other elements untouched. We now focus on the transformation of the diagonal elements on the global
space SLR under such dynamics. We write the initial state as
(0)
%SLR

=

2dS d`M −1

X
r=0

(0)

ξr(0) |rihr|SLR

dS dk
M −1

+

X

r=2dS d`M

ξr(0) |rihr|SLR

(0)

= αk` %SLG ⊕ (1 − αk` )%SLGe
(0)

(0)

(E6)

where %SLG and %SLGe are normalized density matrices and αk` = (1 + e−β(k−`)Emax )/ZR . After applying the unitary U , we
have
(1)

(0)

(0)

(0)

%SLR = U %SLR U † = αk` V %SLG V † ⊕ (1 − αk` )%SLGe

(0)
(0)
= αk` ξ0 |0ih0|SLR + ξd dk −1 |dS dkM − 1ihdS dkM − 1|SLR
S M
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+

dS d`M −2

X
r=0

(0)
ξ2r+2 |2r

+ 1ih2r + 1|SLR +

(0)
ξ2r+1 |2r

+ 2ih2r + 2|SLR





(0)

⊕ (1 − αk` )%SLGe

(E7)

It is clear that the output state is also diagonal in the energy eigenbasis. One can easily obtain the reduced state of the system
SL after one timestep from Eq. (E7) by taking a partial trace over R:
h
i
(1)
(1)
%SL = trR %SLR


(0)

(0)

(0)
(0)
(pd d` −2 + pd d` −1 )e−β(k−`)Emax
(p0 + p1 )
S M
S M
|0ih0|SL +
|dS d`M − 1ihdS d`M − 1|SL
= αk`
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax

dS d`M −1
dS d`M −2
(0)
−β(k−`)Emax
X
X (p(0)
+ pr+1 )
r−1 e
|rihr|
+
(1
−
α
)
p(0)
+
SL
k`
r |rihr|SL
−β(k−`)Emax
1
+
e
r=0
r=1

(E8)

Since the output state on HSLR has a block-diagonal structure with respect to this subspace decomposition, it is locally
classical, i.e., has diagonal marginals with respect to the local energy eigenbasis. Therefore, the dynamics of the relevant part
of the reduced state can be described in terms of a classical stochastic matrix acting on SL (instead of a CPTP map as would
be required if coherences were relevant). In addition, this stochastic matrix is independent of the timestep (since the protocol is
non-adaptive) and the SL state at each time. This allows us to describe the evolution of the target system under this protocol via
a time-homogeneous Markov process.
Since the unitary applied does not create coherence in the marginals, it is convenient to introduce a notation for the vectorized
d dl −1

S M
form of the diagonal entries of the SL state, i.e., pSL := diag{pr }r=0
, where pr are the eigenvalues of the state %SL ; since
the density matrix is a unit trace positive operator, it follows that the vector pSL has non-negative entries that sum to 1, i.e., it is
a probability vector. Then, the state transformation of the system SL between each step of the protocol can be written as

(0)
(0)
p(1)
SL = αk` V (k − `)Emax + (1 − αk` )1 pSL =: T pSL





(E9)

where T describes the transition matrix for the Markovian process and the matrix V() is given by


V() =

1
1 + e−β

1

1

 −β
0
1
e

 0 e−β 0



0 ...
 0
0

0



...

0

...


0 

0 

.. 

. 

...
..
.

. . . e−β e−β

(E10)

dS d`M ×dS d`M

Since we apply the fixed unitary at each step and the transition matrix is independent of the state of SL, the state transformation
of SL after n steps can be written as
pSL = Tn pSL .
(n)

(0)

(E11)

In order to obtain the asymptotic state of the system, we investigate the eigenvalues of the transition matrix given in terms of
the two matrices V and 1, which allows us to compute the eigenvalues of T. The eigenvalues of the matrix V are presented in
Ref. [48]: V has a unique eigenvalue ν0 = 1, with the remaining eigenvalues given by


β
2e− 2 (k−`)Emax cos dSqπ
d`M
∀ q ∈ {1, . . . , dS dlM − 1}.
(E12)
νq =
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax
Since 1 is diagonal with respect to any orthonormal basis and has uniform eigenvalues, it is straightforward to show that the
eigenvalues of T are obtained by:
λq = αk` νq + (1 − αk` ).

(E13)

Thus, T also has a unique eigenvalue 1; the eigenvector associated to this value is the steady state solution of dynamics.
Moreover, T also has the same eigenvectors as V, since those associated to 1 are trivial. We can then obtain the asymptotic
state of the system SL under a constraint on its initial state, which turns out to only depends on the macroscopic properties of
the system and the environment [48]:
p∗SL

= lim

n→∞

T

n

(0)
pSL

=



e−β(k−`)qEmax
ZSL (β, (k − `)Emax )

dS dlM −1
q=0

.

(E14)
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(0)

This steady state is gives the eigenvalues of the optimally cool achievable state if pSL ≺ p∗SL . So far, we have shown how one
can reach the optimally asymptotic state of SL by employing the fixed unitary in Eq. (E3) at each iteration. From this asymptotic
state, one can easily obtain the coolest achievable reduced state for the system S, i.e., %∗S .
In the non-adaptive scenario, one can further investigate how many repetitions of the cycle are required to achieve the asymptotic state (within a given tolerance). One useful measure for the number of iterations is the mixing time of a Markov process to
(n)
reach a distance less than η to the desired state, i.e., tmix := min (n) : |pSL − p∗SL | ≤ η. This mixing time can be upper bounded
by a function of difference between the largest and second largest eigenvalues, ∆ := λ0 − λ1 , as follows
!
1
1
tmix (η) ≤
log
.
(E15)
∆
ηp∗d dl −1
S M

For the protocol considered above, the spectral gap can be explicitly calculated
∆ = λ0 − λ1 = 1 − αk` ν1 − (1 − αk` )



β
2e− 2 (k−`)Emax cos dSπd`
M

= αk` 1 −
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax
≥
(ZM (β))k−`

β

(1 − e− 2 (k−`)Emax )2
1 + e−β(k−`)Emax

!

β

=

(1 − e− 2 (k−`)Emax )2
.
(ZM (β))k−`

(E16)

Then we have
tmix (η) ≤

(ZM (β))k−`
β

(1 − e− 2 (k−`)Emax )2

log

1
l

ηp∗0 e−β(k−`)(dS dM −1)Emax

!

.

(E17)

This result provides an estimate for the number of iterations of the protocol to reach the optimally cool system.
We now compare the cooling performance between adaptive and non-adaptive strategies for a given choice of memory structure. In the non-adaptive strategy, the rate of cooling is determined completely by the spectral gap ∆ in Eq. (E16), as the same
dynamics is repeated at each step. In the adaptive scenario, this is no longer the case and a single parameter does not dictate
the rate of convergence to the asymptotic state. Instead, in general, the cooling rate depends upon the entire energy structure of
the system and all machines, making a closed form expression difficult to derive. Nonetheless, we can describe the solution to
the problem of reaching a step-wise provably optimal system state at finite times as a protocol, as done in the main text. This
protocol converges to the same asymptotic value as the non-adaptive case, but offers a finite time advantage, as shown in Fig. 8.
We lastly compare various memory structures (i.e., values of k, `) with respect to the optimal adaptive protocol. In order to do
so in a meaningful way, we compute the ground state population of the system for after a fixed number m = k + (n − 1)(k − `)
machines have been exhausted. If one were to compare the ground state populations after n unitaries had been implemented,
for various k, `, one would be making an unfair comparison with respect to the total resources at hand; e.g., after three unitaries
with k = 4, ` = 3 the experimenter has used six machines, whereas for k = 3, ` = 0, they have used nine. Comparing various
scenarios at fixed values of m provides insight into how cool the system can be prepared after all constituents of a finite sized
environment are used up for the given memory structure. This change of perspective comes at the cost of the fact that the number
of physical unitaries n needed to be implemented in order to exhaust the resources (quantified by m) now varies; e.g., to use six
machines with k = 4, ` = 3 takes three unitaries, whereas with k = 1, ` = 0 it takes six. Lastly note that not all values of k, `
are valid for a given m, due to the restriction that n must be an integer. The short-term behavior is displayed in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 8. Finite-time advantage with adaptive protocols. Here we compare the adaptive and non-adaptive protocols for a qubit system (with
Emax = 1) interacting with qubit machines (with Emax = 2) with initial temperature β = 0.2 and memory structure given by k = 3, ` = 2. In
the adaptive scenario, we make use of the step-wise optimal protocol described in the main text; in the non-adaptive, the unitary in Eq. (E4)
is repeatedly implemented. We see that, although both scenarios asymptotically converge to the same ground state population, the adaptive
protocol outperforms the non-adaptive one at finite times. This behavior is more pronounced for larger dimensions. On the other hand, the
non-adaptive, state-independent protocol is more robust and as it rapidly converges to the asymptotically-optimal state, therefore better suited
to practical implementations. Note that, in this case, every second step of the non-adaptive protocol does not act to cool the system.

FIG. 9. Finite-time behavior of step-wise optimal protocol. Here we plot the ground state population after m machines have been completely
exhausted, for various values of k, ` as described in the text (we use a qubit system and qubit machines, with β = 0.2, Emax = 1 and Emax = 2).
The finite time behavior generally depends upon the full structure of the energy spectra, but already here we see some interesting effect. For
instance, note that at m = 7 (first point shown), the k = 7, ` = 0 case provides the best possible cooling, as it allows for a full 8-partite unitary
between the system and seven machines. However, for more applications of such a unitary with in the memoryless scenario, the performance
can be worse than other cases with more local interactions (smaller k) and longer memory (larger `).
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